
By Joy Jones
This is a FAQ List on

insight meditation:

What is meditation and
how does one practice?
Most Buddhists learn

first to focus on their breath-
ing. This is always good for
beginners. Remember that
the purpose of meditation is
to teach you how to quickly
and thoroughly focus your
mind into concentration and
how to achieve discipline of
thought. It is not—I repeat,
not—to empty your mind.
(No one could do that any-
way!)
When you begin medi-

tating, don’t be concerned if
your mind quickly steps
away from counting your
breaths and jumps about
from this to that. What
you’re experiencing is
called Monkey Mind, and is
just common brain chatter.
Instead of trying to control
or stop the monkey, just
gently remind yourself to
come back to counting your
breaths or the other object
of meditation you have
selected.
A Wiccan I know uses

gazing into the flame of a
candle as her meditation
object. Some Buddhists (as
well as those of other faiths)
chant. I usually begin with
the breath, then when I feel
my mind beginning to drift,
I begin internally reciting
the Metta Sutta (the
Buddha’s words on compas-
sion), being careful to really
consider each line and not
simply race through the
mental recitation.
If you are a Christian,

you may want to choose a
Biblical passage to ponder
for your meditation time.
Some passage with meaning
for you—long enough to
remain interesting, but short
enough to memorize in
order to repeat it mentally
many times.

What is walking medi-
tation?
Frankly, this entire con-

cept sounded pointless to
me at first, but after a short
time, I actually discovered
that I concentrate better
while walking than sitting.
A walking meditation prac-
tice I read in a book and
have had some success with
involves sending metta to
each being you pass as you
are walking outside.
Literally, you think at them,
“May you be peaceful and
free from fear” as you go
by. This is a wonderful
practice, as it effectively
keeps your attention
focused on thoughts of
wellbeing as others pass
your sphere of influence,
rather than the judgments
we humans are so prone to

make.
How long should one sit

in meditation?
Most meditation teachers

recommend an hour in the
morning and an hour at
night (excluding retreats.)
But, don’t panic! I started
with 15 minutes in the
morning and 15 at night,
and gradually worked up to
longer sessions. At first, you
will probably find even 15
minutes difficult. I have
those days too, but most of
the time now the longer I
sit, the more centered I feel.

Should I meditate alone
or in a group?
In the beginning, I felt I

might never be able to sit
meditation in a group, but
after a few years, I found it
not only possible but quite
joyful. There is simply an
entirely different feel about
sitting in a circle with my
sangha, knowing that
nearby are others wrestling
with difficult emotions, just
as I am.

Should I listen to music
while meditating?
I rarely do (and some

Buddhist sects believe
music is only a distraction
to enlightenment). My mon-
key mind does tend to chat-
ter about the music, and I
find my mental discipline

falters. However, I do some-
times use a CD of Zen med-
itation music, which was
written to have a gentle, but
uneven tempo—so my mind
doesn’t get caught in the
rhythmic flow quite so eas-
ily.
Normally, distracting

sounds (a door slamming, a
bird call) are to be mentally
noted. For instance, you
would say to yourself,
“Noting, noting, sound,
sound.” But you are careful
not to respond to the sound
or give it any special mean-
ing above other sounds.
This allows you to stay
focused on experiencing the
disciplining of your mind,
instead of allowing what
you think to direct you into
harmful thoughts or actions.
All of this is considered

right and proper discipline
in meditation. So, for those
just getting started, there’s
only one thing you need to
remember—mind your
monkey!

Joy Jones is a syndicated
columnist living in Anderson,
Ohio.She’son thesamejourney
you are—to discover what life’s
all about.You can also visit The
Midwest Buddhist on
Facebook, Twitter and Live
Journal. Joy appreciates your
comments (especially of the
positive variety). Email her at
joyjones@zoomtown.com.
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Movie review:
‘The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 1’

By Bob Garver
Since 2008, the

“Twilight” movies have
been one of my favorite
annual traditions. Not
because of the movies
themselves, which are
drippy romances with end-
less lovelorn dialogue, but
because of the reactions of
the audiences that accom-
pany the films. The cam-
era’s obsession with the
actors’ looks is painful.
Hundreds of girls’ obses-
sion with the actors’ looks is
hilarious. There is no sound
in the world quite like a
sold-out auditorium squeal-
ing over the sight of Robert
Pattinson’s face or Taylor
Lautner’s abs. The story-
lines and dialogue are
downright laughable, but
it’s such a genuine laughter
that it turns out to be a pos-
itive reaction. Thus, I leave
the films feeling positive.
This chapter sees human

Bella Swan (Kristen
Stewart) finally marry her
vampire boyfriend Edward
Cullen (Pattinson). The
wedding is a perfect embod-
iment of everything fans
love about the series, from
the awkward interaction
between humans and vam-
pires to the eerily beautiful
woodland setting to the
heaps and heaps of love.
Then it’s off to the honey-
moon on Edward’s private
island off the coast of
Brazil. Of course the
dreamy vampire with dia-
mond-coated skin has a pri-
vate island with its own
villa. But I question his
choice of Brazil. The series
to this point has mostly
taken place in cold, rainy

Washington. The dis-
ruption, even for an occa-
sion such as a honeymoon,
seems out of place. I guess
I’m just conditioned to
expect Edward to hate sun-
light, even though I don’t
remember if vampires hate
sunlight in this series or not.
The honeymoon is as

passionate as fans could
hope for. The romance
becomes so intense at one
point that every piece of fur-
niture in the bedroom gets
broken. Bella is bruised in
the course of the action,
which draws immediate
concern from Edward. She
laughs it off as collateral
damage and insists that he
isn’t really doing anything
wrong. She wants him to
keep doing it. Proponents of
the theory that the
“Twilight” series is too easy
on those who commit
domestic abuse have a lot of
fuel for their argument here.
Also, Bella quickly
becomes pregnant.
The pregnancy presents

an immediate dilemma.
Human women are not
meant to carry vampire
fetuses, they’re too danger-
ous. Most of the Cullen
family insists that the baby
will kill Bella, and she
needs to have it removed
prematurely in order to save
her life. Bella will hear none
of it and demands to see the
pregnancy through to the
end. This puts Edward and
his family in danger as well.
Vampires have a peace
treaty with their werewolf
enemies which is voided if a
vampire kills a human. If
Bella were to die as a result
of the pregnancy, the truce

would be broken and the
clans would be at war.
Edward looks to an

unlikely source for help.
Jacob (Lautner) is Bella’s
jilted former lover, a were-
wolf who hates vampires
and would love a war. But
Edward knows that Jacob
still has love for Bella and
will do whatever it takes to
see that nothing bad hap-
pens to her. He is first
enlisted to try and talk sense
into Bella and the other
werewolves, he eventually
plays a major part in pro-
tecting Bella, the Cullens,
and the baby.
The final moments of the

film are much more intense
than anything I expected,
proving once again that the
danger of vampires and
werewolves is nothing com-
pared to childbirth. I have to
hand it to director Bill
Condon for putting a sur-
prising amount of edginess
into these scenes. At a cer-
tain point the film is no
longer ironically delicious,
it’s legitimately powerful.
What we have with
“Breaking Dawn Part 1” is a
“Twilight” movie that can
be enjoyed on the usual silly
levels while quietly turning
out to be halfway decent
otherwise.
The Movie: Two and a

Half Stars out of Five.
The Crowd, as always:

Five Stars out of Five.
“The Twilight Saga:

Breaking Dawn Part 1” is
rated PG-13 for disturbing
images, violence, sexual-
ity/partial nudity, and the-
matic elements. Its running
time is 117 minutes.

Note-worthy thanks for the musical
ties that bind

By Cindi Shroyer
When I was in middle and high school I

was in a quite a few music groups — sev-
eral choirs, ensembles, Showtunes swing
choir. Going to music was the best part of
each day. It wasn’t a “Mickey Mouse” class
for me, that “easy A” I needed on my grade
card to make sure I graduated. I genuinely
enjoyed those classes.
I had a three music teachers in five years

who had a distinct impact on my life.
Char taught me in middle school. She

was fairly fresh out of college then, a touch
unsure of herself when the nasty kids in
class pushed too hard. They would do
things like change the words to songs. One
sticks out in my mind. We were singing the
theme to the movie “Born Free” and a boy
thought it would be cool to change the
words when we got to the “stay free” part
and begin to sing about feminine hygiene
products. Very mature. Embarrassing for
every girl and some of the guys in our
eighth grade choir.
Char’s impact in my life began when I

was in eighth grade because she took time
out of choir, called a halt one day, to talk
about a big event that happened in our
town. Dallas Holm, a contemporary
Christian singer, had been in concert in our
high school gym the night before and
David Wilkinson of “The Cross and the
Switchblade” fame had spoken. My dad
took my brother and me. A book about var-
ious social issues, their negative impact on
a young person’s life and how God could
change it all was handed out to everyone
who attended. Char didn’t go to the event.
The next day I brought that book think-

ing I might have time in study hall to read
it. She saw it and asked whoever wanted to
to meet at one corner of the room to talk
about what was in that book. The rest of the
class did an impromptu study hall.
We learned more about drugs, alcohol,

sex and lewd behavior that day than we did
in any health class. The impact was felt
years later when Char and I met up again at
parent night at the middle school. This time
I was the parent of a seventh grade student
and she was his teacher, soon to be my
friend. I reminded her of that day in class.
She had no recollection, but told me it was
kind of amazing because she was not a
Christian then but was now. We had a fan-
tastic time developing an adult friendship
wrapped in Christian sisterhood. She
became a beloved part of my children’s
lives, complete with being bestowed the
title of “aunt.”
My first three years of high school I was

in the musical hands of Mr. K, a man who
had pretty much devoted his life to teach-
ing kids music. He used music from early
eras and I just loved it. We sang “Moon
River” and “The Sunny Side of the Street,”
Handel’s “Hallelujah Chorus” and “The
Battle Hymn of the Republic” to the
accompaniment of dueling pianos. Still
gives me goosebumps.
Mr. K. tried his best to teach us music

theory, manners, and decorum. Tough task
for a man at the end of his career with a
mob like we were. When he saw a need, he
pushed the students he knew would benefit
from it. He assumed choir was a class and
we were there to learn.
One thing I got from him through his

selection of music was that we hometown
kids could make a name for ourselves in
adulthood. I got that from his use of music
composed by people with roots in my
hometown. I was more than mildly
impressed with one man who took the

words in Psalm 100 and made it an easy,
fun song to learn and sing and has an
impact on me to this day. I sing it (at least
in my head) with fair regularity, it helped
me to memorize this scripture (come to
think about it, there were several songs we
did that helped with that … not sure that
would float in today’s school room.).
The song has a great staccato pulse to it

and a few Amens tacked on the end for
good measure. I love it! I am thankful to
song writer Beck for his music and Mr. K.
for his teaching. I know this gal can do
good stuff and make an impact because of
them.
My third music teacher arrived in time

for my senior year. She had a tough pair of
shoes to fill when Mr. K. retired. We
thought NO ONE would be up to the chal-
lenge. We were wrong. Kate not only filled
those shoes, but became a friend who
played her flute for my wedding and for
whom one of my daughters is named.
Kate didn’t leave her teaching hat at the

front of the classroom. Maybe it was her
close proximity to my age that made the
difference. I am not sure, but I do know this
— she could ask the hard questions,
expecting real answers and she got away
with it. Her “you shouldn’t be doing that”
carried weight in my developing morals.
Her faith was very important to her and

she taught me you could be “normal” and
be a Christian. You could have problems
and trust God.You could question God and
still have faith.
When I got engaged that year, she was

happy for me. When she saw there were
problems, she pulled me in her office and
asked how sure I was that I was doing the
right thing. She saw what I refused to and
gave me courage to do the right thing. One
of the better decisions I made in life was
listening to her that day and taking action.
Graduation night she made the official

move from teacher to friend by coming
over and just hanging out with me and a
few friends. We sipped soda and ate left-
overs from my party on our slightly lit
patio. We laughed and talked about events
of the past year. Glossed over future plans
— I was leaving the next day to go hide at
my grandparents for a month then really no
longer had plans since I wasn’t getting
married.
She was thrilled for me when I decided

on a plan for my future. She was thrilled
for me when I finally got married. Thrilled
to be included as one of the first to hold my
new son. Thrilled to hold the little girl who
bore her name.
Though our lives rarely even graze each

others, I never forget them — these three
teachers who had immense impact on me. I
am thankful for them this year as I work
my way toward finishing my college
degree all these years later. I am thankful
for their encouragement that lasts in my
mind to this day. They helped me get ready
for life and taught me how to make a joyful
noise even when life is less than joyful and
all I can do is make a noise.
People are one of the most valuable

commodities we have in life, one we
should always be thankful for. So this
Thanksgiving I challenge you to give it a
thought — just who are you thankful for
this year? Maybe this is a good time to tell
them. At the very least tell God you are
thankful for them and the gift He gave you
through them.

Cindi Shroyer is editor for the Pine
Bluffs Post, Wyoming.

Apron Free Cooking - Easy Cheesy Burritos
By Noel Lizotte
People often don’t take

the time to realize what they
are saying. Two friends
were having a cup of coffee
the other day and one was
talking about the kids, the
car, the doctor, the job, the
dogs, the deadlines, the
lawn and etc. The second
friend finally spoke up, “It
sounds like you’re com-
plaining.”
The first friend stopped

talking, looked surprise and
then said “No, things are
really good right now, this
isn’t complaining.”
What one person will see

as just talking to fill in con-
versational gaps, another
will see as complaining.
Another might hear brag-
ging, yet the next one might
hear a challenge and still
another will hear a compli-
ment. This type of commu-
nication gap happens often
enough in discussion, and is
amplified in typed or texted
messages. Some things are
tough to translate.
It’s the time of year when

many people reflect on how
grateful they are for things
that have happened in their
life. Thanksgiving by defi-
nition is a holiday of appre-
ciation. Perhaps we would
do well to stop and recog-
nize the daily incidents that
deserve appreciation instead
of waiting for November.
Just think how far a kind
word might go, and how far
that good feeling might
spread.
Some days I forget that

bit of advice. Then some-
thing happens to remind me
that no matter what, I do

have things to appreciate.
For example, the dryer
wouldn’t start yesterday.

My husband spent quite a
bit of time trying to fix it but
was unsuccessful. Not for
lack of trying all angles.
The pile of laundry that
keeps growing in the laun-
dry room reminds me how
thankful my family is that I
don’t have to go to the
Laundromat.
While we’re on that

topic, I’m grateful to have a
Laundromat in town. I’m
grateful that we have run-
ning water and electricity so
I don’t have to drag the
clothes to the creek and beat
them with rocks. I’m afraid
if that were the case I’d be
tempted to beat anybody
who dirtied laundry in my
house.
I decided that while I

was being appreciative of
all the modern day conven-
iences, I’d make one of the
simplest suppers in my
recipe file. While I was
“cooking”, my husband

found the name of a dryer
repair man and we should
be back in business in a few
days.
EasyCheesy Burritos
1 package frozen burritos
1 can diced tomatoes
1 can nacho cheese sauce
Preheat the oven to the

burrito package instruc-
tions. Mine said 350
degrees Fahrenheit. Place
burritos in glass casserole
dish, lightly sprayed with
cooking spray. Drain toma-
toes and spread over the
burritos. Pour nacho cheese
sauce over tomatoes. Bake
until bubbly and burritos are
cooked through.
Nutritional Info:

Servings 8, Calories 374,
Total Fat 16g, Cholesterol
14mg, Sodium 1097mg,
Total Carbs 47g, Dietary
Fiber 6g, Protein 11g
Make it a Meal: Serve

with nacho corn chips, salsa
and sour cream on the side.
Additional topping sugges-
tions: jalapeno slices, black
beans, corn, or chili.
Life can be a trial, life

can be a celebration. Life as
we know it is generally
good and most certainly
convenient when you cook
this way! I’m going to make
an effort to be more appre-
ciative of the good things
and hope that I have friends
around who will be brave
enough to remind me, “It
sounds like you’re com-
plaining?”

Noel Lizotte is breaking
free of corporate stress with
convenience cooking!
www.apronfreecooking.com
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